Introduction
Vision is mediated by activation of the light-sensitive visual pigment in photoreceptor cells. The rod visual pigment rhodopsin is arguably the most studied G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) and the rod cascade is the best-understood GPCR signaling cascade (Palczewski, 2006; . This chain of reactions is triggered when our eyes are exposed to light, activating the visual pigment. The photoactivated visual pigment eventually releases its spent chromophore in the form of all-trans-retinal and decays to apo-opsin (Saari, 2012) . Because opsin without chromophore cannot absorb visible light to trigger phototransduction, this process is known as bleaching and the underlying desensitization of the photoreceptors is referred to as bleaching adaptation . The observed decrease in photoreceptor sensitivity is much greater than would be expected from the decrease in pigment alone, as demonstrated both in the living eye (Campbell and Rushton, 1955) and in isolated rods (Cornwall et al., 1990) and cones (Jones et al., 1993) . It is now widely accepted that this excessive desensitization is caused by the final product of photoactivated rhodopsin decay, apo-opsin, which activates the phototransduction cascade even in darkness to produce activity equivalent to that of background light and concurrent reduction in phototransduction gain .
Biochemical (Okada et al., 1989; Surya et al., 1995; Buczyłko et al., 1996; Jäger et al., 1996; Melia et al., 1997) and physiological (Cornwall and Fain, 1994; Cornwall et al., 1995) studies have shown that opsin exhibits effective catalytic activity of only 10 Ϫ5 -to 10 Ϫ6 -fold that of photoactivated rhodopsin (meta II). However, it remains unknown whether opsin has low constitutive activity or exists in equilibrium between distinct inactive and active states. Biochemical studies are not suitable to address these issues on the single-molecule level. Past electrophysiological studies of bleaching adaptation, although informative, have mostly relied on bright bleaches to investigate the physiological effects of free opsin. Because of the high concentration of rho-dopsin in photoreceptor outer segments (3-5 mM; Ͼ10 7 molecules in a typical photoreceptor; Nickell et al., 2007) , even bleaches of 10% result in the generation of Ͼ10 6 free opsins, again preventing investigation of the catalytic efficiency of individual opsin molecules.
Here, we sought to address these issues by delivering small (ϳ1%) bleaches to mouse rod photoreceptors to produce a relatively small number of opsins. Such small bleaches did not cause detectable bleaching adaptation and preserved the high amplification in rods, allowing us to detect signals that would be too small to measure after brighter bleaches. To enhance the signal from individual opsins, we used mice lacking the key calcium feedback on cGMP synthesis regulated by a pair of guanylyl cyclase-activating proteins (GCAP1/2). The lack of this feedback results in several-fold larger single photon responses in mouse rods (Mendez et al., 2001 ). The combination of using small bleaches and GCAP1/2-deficient (Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ ) mice ultimately allowed us to observe discrete electrophysiological signals in mouse rods generated by single opsin molecules.
Materials and Methods
Animals. Mice, both male and female, were kept in a 12:12 light/dark cycle and used at the age of 1-6 months. We obtained Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ mice from Dr. Jeannie Chen (University of Southern California), Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice from Dr. Janis Lem (Tufts University), and Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ mice from Dr. T. Michael Redmond (National Eye Institute). Gcaps Ϫ / Ϫ Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice were generated by crossing the existing single knock-out lines. All experimental protocols were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the institutional Animal Studies Committee at Washington University.
Retina sample preparation. Mice were dark adapted overnight and killed by CO 2 asphyxiation. Under infrared illumination, the eyes were removed and retinas were dissected in Locke's solution containing the following (in mM): 112.5 NaCl, 3.6 KCl, 2.4 MgCl 2 , 1.2 CaCl 2 , 10 HEPES, 20 NaHCO 3 , 0.02 EDTA, 3 sodium succinate, 0.5 sodium glutamate, 10 glucose, with 0.1% (v/v) MEM vitamins (ϫ100) and 0.2% (v/v) MEM amino acids (50ϫ) in a Petri dish and kept at room temperature in an oxygenated dark box until recordings. When bleached, retinas were transferred into DMEM (D-2902; Sigma-Aldrich) solution supplemented with 15 mM NaHCO 3 , 2 mM sodium succinate, 0.5 mM sodium glutamate, 5 mM NaCl, and 0.1% (w/v) lipid-free BSA (A6003; SigmaAldrich) (modified from Nymark et al., 2012) and exposed to 500 nm light (4300 photons m Ϫ2 ) for 576 s to bleach an estimated 1.4% of rhodopsin. The bleaching fraction was estimated by the relation F ϭ exp(ϪI P t) where F is the bleached fraction, I is light intensity (4300 photons⅐m Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 ), P is the mouse rod photosensitivity (5.7 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 m 2 ; Woodruff et al., 2004) , and t is the bleach time (576 s). After the bleach, the dish was kept in the oxygenated dark box at room temperature until the tissue was used for the recordings. When incubated with retinoid, retina fragments were transferred into retinoid solution and kept for 3 h in the oxygenated dark box. Retinoid (11-cis-retinal: a generous gift from the National Eye Institute and Dr. Rosalie Crouch; or 11-cis-7-ring-retinal (Kuksa et al., 2002) solution were prepared by diluting a 2 l aliquot of 100 mM stock solution in ethanol with 2 ml of Locke's solution supplemented with 1% (w/v) BSA.
Electrophysiology. Single-cell suction recordings were done as described previously (Wang et al., 2014) . The mouse retina was chopped with a razor blade into small pieces, transferred into the recording chamber on a microscope (IX51; Olympus) stage, and perfused with 33-37°C Locke's solution equilibrated with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 . Retina fragments were visualized by infrared illumination and a camera mounted on the microscope. A single rod outer segment (ROS) was drawn by suction into a microglass pipette filled with electrode solution containing the following (in mM): 140 NaCl, 3.6 KCl, 2.4 MgCl 2 , 1.2 CaCl 2 , 3 HEPES, 0.02 EDTA, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4 with NaOH, and controlled by a micromanipulator (MP-225; Sutter Instruments). The infrared illumination was turned off during recordings to reduce the instrumental noise and to avoid possible photoactivation of the rod. When recording photoresponses, test flashes generated by a 505 nm LED (SR-01-E0070; Quadica Developments) were delivered to the recording chamber through a custom-made optical system. The flash intensity and duration were controlled by an LED driver (LDC210; Thorlabs) controlled by a computer with pClamp9 software (Molecular Devices).
The signals from the ROS were amplified with a patch-clamp amplifier (Axopatch 200B; Molecular Devices) and tunable active filter (model 3382; Krohn-Hite), low-pass filtered at 30 Hz (8-pole bessel, model 3382; Krohn-Hite), digitized at 1 kHz (Digidata 1322A; Molecular Devices), stored, and analyzed on a computer using pClamp9. To facilitate visualization of discrete events, the dark current traces in Figures 1A, 2A, 3A, 4 , A and C, and 6A were further digitally low-pass filtered at 10 Hz.
Preparation of opsin membranes. Bovine ROS membranes were prepared from frozen retinas under dim red light as described previously (Papermaster, 1982) . Isolated ROS membranes were washed 4 times with hypotonic buffer composed of 5 mM Bis-tris propane (BTP) and 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5, by gentle homogenization and subsequent centrifugation at 25,000 ϫ g for 30 min at 4°C to remove membrane-associated proteins. The final membrane pellet was suspended in 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, and 50 mM hydroxylamine to a 3 mg/ml concentration of rhodopsin, placed on ice, and illuminated with a 150 W bulb for 30 min. The membranes were then centrifuged at 16,000 ϫ g for 5 min and the pellet was washed 4 times with 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, and 2% BSA followed by four washes with 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, and 2 washes with 20 mM BTP, pH 7.5, and 100 mM NaCl at 4°C. These opsin membranes were used either immediately for reconstitution experiments or kept frozen at Ϫ80°C.
Pigment reconstitution and rhodopsin purification by 1D4 immunoaffinity chromatography. Synthesis of 11-cis-7-ring-retinal was done according to published procedures (Kuksa et al., 2002) . Opsin membranes were resuspended in 20 mM BTP, pH 7.5, 120 mM NaCl, and then either 11-cis-retinal or 11-cis-7-ring-retinal was added from a DMSO stock solution to a final concentration of 10 M and incubated overnight at 4°C to allow pigment regeneration. On the next day, the membranes were solubilized by addition of dodecyl-␤-D-maltopyranoside (DDM) to a final concentration of 20 mM and incubated for 1 h at 4°C on a rotating platform. The lysate was centrifuged for 1 h at 100,000 ϫ g at 4°C to remove insoluble material. The cleared supernatant was used to purify regenerated pigments by immunoaffinity chromatography on a customized 1D4 antibody-conjugated CNBr resin (Salom et al., 2006; Jastrzebska et al., 2013) . The antibody (6 mg/ml resin) was coupled to the CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B according to the manufacturer's protocol (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences). An aliquot of 300 l of 6 mg 1D4/ml agarose beads were added to the supernatant and incubated for 1 h at 4°C on the rotating platform. The resin was then transferred to a column and washed with 10 ml of buffer consisting of 20 mM BTP, 120 mM NaCl, and 2 mM DDM, pH 7.5. Pigments were eluted with the same buffer supplemented with 0.6 mg/ml of the 1D4 peptide (amino acid sequence: TETSQVAPA) and their spectra were subsequently measured with a UVvisible spectrophotometer.
UV-visible spectroscopy. UV-visible spectra of freshly purified opsin or rod pigment samples were recorded with a UV-visible spectrophotometer (Cary 50; Varian) in the dark or after their illumination at 2000 lux with a Fiber-Light illuminator through a band-pass (480 -520 nm) filter for 5 min. Concentrations of purified samples were quantified using the absorption coefficients 280 nm ϭ 81,200 M Ϫ1 cm Ϫ1 (Surya et al., 1995) for opsin and 500nm ϭ 40,600 M Ϫ1 cm Ϫ1 for rhodopsin (Wald and Brown, 1953) and opsin conjugated with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal (11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin).
Transducin activation assay. Transducin was purified after extraction from ROS membranes isolated from 200 dark-adapted bovine retinas as described previously (Goc et al., 2008; Jastrzebska, 2015) . Activation properties of WT rhodopsin or 11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin were tested in the Trp fluorescence transducin activation assay (Kuksa et al., 2002) . Transducin was mixed with rhodopsin or 11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin samples at a 10:1 ratio, with transducin at 250 nM and pigment at 25 nM concentrations in buffer composed of 20 mM BTP, pH 7.0, 120 mM NaCl, were exposed to light through a band-pass wavelength filter (480 -520 nm), reaching 2000 lux intensity for 30 s with a Fiber-Light illuminator, followed by a 5 min incubation with continuous low-speed stirring. Transducin activation was recorded for 25 min as the intrinsic fluorescence increase from its ␣-subunit due to guanylyl nucleotide exchange upon addition of 5 M GTP␥S with a PerkinElmer LS 55 Luminescence Spectrophotometer. Excitation and emission wavelengths were used at 300 and 345 nm, respectively (Fahmy and Sakmar, 1993; Farrens et al., 1996; Heck and Hofmann, 2001) . A pseudo-first order kinetic rate (k) of G t activation was derived from the function: 
Results
Small bleaches induce photoresponselike discrete events by apo-opsin in Gcaps ؊/؊ rods The activation of a single rhodopsin molecule can be observed as a single-photon response by electrophysiological recordings from individual rods (Baylor et al., 1979; Yau et al., 1979) . However, electrophysiological responses from single apo-opsin have not been measured or observed, presumably due to the small activity of individual opsins. To investigate this and to resolve the expected small responses of individual opsins, we chose to study opsin activity using GCAP1/2-deficient (Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ ) rods. The deletion of these two calcium-dependent guanylyl cyclase modulators boosts the amplitude of the single-photon response approximately fivefold in mouse rods (Mendez et al., 2001 ). This makes small signals obtained by single-cell recordings easier to detect in Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods than in WT rods. We introduced apo-opsin molecules by bleaching a small fraction of the total rhodopsin with 500 nm light before the recordings. In the case of Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods, we found that bleaches larger than 10% reduced the phototransduction gain to the point where single photon responses could no longer be observed. Therefore, we restricted our studies to bleaching only ϳ1% of rhodopsin. Results from even smaller bleaches proved difficult to interpret, possibly due to pigment regeneration with residual amounts of 11-cis-retinal in the bleached rods (Lyubarsky and Pugh, 2007).
The light-independent intrinsic transduction activity in single rods was recorded by suction-electrode recordings. Recordings from unbleached dark-adapted control Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods in complete darkness revealed a quiet baseline, with an occasional spontaneous photoresponse-like event presumably caused by spontaneous thermal activation of rhodopsin (Fig. 1A , dark-adapted trace). Such spontaneous events had the shape and amplitude of singlephoton responses (Fig. 1A , inset) and were observed only sporad- Bleach-induced discrete transduction activity in single Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods in darkness. A, Current recorded in darkness from a dark-adapted unbleached rod (dark-adapted), a rod after 1.4% rhodopsin bleach followed by 2 h incubation in darkness (bleached, 2 h), and a rod 12 h after a 1.4% rhodopsin bleach (bleached, 12 h). For comparison, the fourth trace shows the current recorded from an unbleached rod in 500 nm dim background light producing an estimated 1.4 R* s Ϫ1 (dark-adapted ϩ dim background light). The bottom trace (instrumental noise) shows the rod instrumental noise recorded in bright background light. To illustrate the similarity between the discrete events in bleached rods and the single-photon response, individual events in the bleached, 2 h trace have been overlapped with the corresponding single photon response (drawn in red). Inset, Single photon response waveform estimated from dim flash responses of a dark-adapted rod. B, Total dark current variance of rods with increasing fractions of bleached rhodopsin (black circles). Red bars show mean Ϯ SEM. C, Averaged rod dark current variance recorded over the course of 65 min after a 1.4% bleach (n ϭ 3). D, Total dark current variance of dark-adapted rods (black circles) or rods 2 h (left) or 12 h (right) after 1.4% rhodopsin bleach (red circles). Bars show mean Ϯ SEM of each group of data points. *p Ͻ 0.05, ***p Ͻ 0.005 by two-tailed unpaired t test. E, Averaged power spectra of the dark current recorded from rods that were darkadapted (dark-adapted, black circles, n ϭ 10), after a 1.4% rhodopsin bleach and incubation in darkness for 2 h (bleached, 2 h, red squares, n ϭ 8) or for 12 h (bleached, 12 h, blue triangles, n ϭ 9), or in bright background light (instrumental noise, n ϭ 6). Dashed line is the power spectrum from unbleached rods under dim background light (n ϭ 3) as in A. F, Comparison of the power spectrum of bleached rods (red squares) with the power spectra of unbleached rods in a series of backgrounds ranging from 0.14 to 15 R* s Ϫ1 . Plots are shown as mean Ϯ SEM.
ically, consistent with the previously estimated rate of ϳ1/min (Mendez et al., 2001 ). To introduce a small fraction of opsin in the rods, isolated Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ retinas were exposed to 500 nm light to bleach an estimated ϳ1.4% of rhodopsin. After the bleach, Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods were incubated in darkness for 2 h to allow for the decay of photoactivated rhodopsin to apo-opsin (Nymark et al., 2012) . Surprisingly, bleaching such a very small fraction of rhodopsin in the Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods resulted in a dark baseline with frequent discrete events (Fig. 1A , bleached, 2 h trace). This activity could be suppressed by saturating the rod transduction cascade with bright light (Fig. 1A , instrumental noise trace). The great majority of these events could be fit well by the corresponding single-photon response (Fig. 1A , red traces) measured independently from dim flash analysis. The remaining bumps in the trace where such a match was not possible appeared to reflect several overlapping events masking each other. Increasing the bleached fraction of rhodopsin initially led to higher activity in darkness as quantified by the total variance in the dark current (Fig. 1B) . However, for bleaches Ͼ5%, the level of bleachinduced activity began to decline due to the reduction in the phototransduction gain caused by bleaching adaptation. This behavior is reminiscent of the effect of background light of increasing intensity on the variance of the dark current: dim backgrounds produce notable increase of the discrete bumps caused by single-photon activations. However, as the background light becomes brighter, the frequency of these discrete events increases, eventually causing desensitization and subsequent reduction in current variance (Baylor et al., 1979; Vu et al., 1997; Jones, 1998) .
Consistent with the visible increase in transduction activity of rods after the 1.4% bleach and 2 h incubation in darkness, the total variance in their dark current also increased significantly (Fig. 1D, left) . Further quantitative analysis demonstrated that their power spectrum was also boosted substantially following the bleach (Fig. 1E) . The additional power in the spectrum of bleached rods was dominated by low-frequency components (0.2 to 2 Hz), with a shape comparable to that of the power spectrum of the light-induced single-photon response (see below). In contrast, the higher-frequency components of the power spectrum were not affected by the bleach. The activity of the bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods was comparable to that of unbleached darkadapted Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods in the presence of dim background light, activating an estimated 1.4 R*s Ϫ1 (Fig. 1A , dark-adapted ϩ dim background light trace), suggesting that they both originate from a small number of discrete photoresponse-like events. The increase in photoactivation by the background also resulted in a power spectrum comparable to that of the bleached rods ( Fig.  1 E, F ) .
The small bleach did not cause detectable adaptation, leaving sensitivity comparable (1.5 Ϯ 0.3 pA photon Ϫ1 m 2 ) in darkadapted rods (n ϭ 14) and bleached rods (n ϭ 8). Furthermore, the dark current was also not affected and was comparable, 13.7 Ϯ 1.0 pA (n ϭ 14) for dark-adapted and 12.4 Ϯ 1.6 pA (n ϭ 8) for bleached GCAPs Ϫ/Ϫ rods. Therefore, the state of the phototransduction cascade was not affected by the light exposure, leaving instrumental and cellular noise comparable. This allowed us to compare the increase in the power spectrum of the bleached rods caused by free opsin directly with that of the rods in background light. Our results show that introducing a relatively small ϳ1% fraction (ϳ7 ϫ 10 5 molecules) (Lyubarsky et al., 2004 ) of apo-opsin produced activation of the phototransduction cascade comparable to that of photoactivating ϳ1 rhodopsin molecules/s by background light. This finding is consistent with previous estimates of the low effective activity of opsin compared with meta II. However, unlike in previous studies using large bleaches, introducing only a small fraction of opsin in our recordings gave rise to frequent, discrete photoresponse-like events in darkness.
The most likely explanation for this surprising increase in the frequency of photoresponse-like events in mouse rods following a small bleach is that they were generated by the final product of the photoreactions of rhodopsin, namely apo-opsin. However, an alternative, trivial explanation of our results is that substantial meta II was still present in the bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods even at 2 h after the bleach. The time constant of meta III decay is ϳ15 min (Imai et al., 2007; Nymark et al., 2012) and meta III can revert to meta II (Zimmermann et al., 2004; Sommer et al., 2011) to produce photon-like events (Leibrock et al., 1994; Leibrock and Lamb, 1997) . Indeed, consistent with the latter two studies, we did observe an initial large increase of the transduction activity after a bleach, followed by gradual quenching as the photoproducts of rhodopsin gradually decayed to opsin (Fig. 1C) . Therefore, our results confirm and extend the findings of Leibrock and Lamb (1997) showing that metarhodopsin intermediates can produce photoresponse-like events in the first few minutes after a small bleach in mouse rods. However, as shown in Figure 1 , A and D, left, and E, the transduction activity even 2 h after bleach remained higher than that of unbleached rods. To investigate further the possible involvement of meta II and meta III in the generation of the discrete events in bleached rods, we measured the activity from Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods incubated in darkness for 12 h after the bleach. If metaproducts of rhodopsin were the major source of the activity, then the frequency of photon-like events would be expected to decline after their decay during this longer incubation, eventually returning to its prebleach level. However, the activity (Fig. 1A , bleached, 12 h trace), dark current variance (Fig. 1D, right) , and power spectrum (Fig. 1E ) of bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods were comparable for the 2 and 12 h postbleach recovery periods. These results demonstrate that, although intermediate metaproducts of rhodopsin contribute to the bleachinduced activity in the first few postbleach minutes, they are not the source of the observed activity at steady state in bleached mouse rods. Therefore, we conclude that the photoresponse-like events in bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods at steady state are generated by opsin.
There are no photoresponse-like discrete events in bleached Gcaps ؊/؊ rods lacking transducin To investigate the source of the photoresponse-like events in bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods, we crossed Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ mice with mice that lacked the ␣-subunit of G-protein transducin (Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ ). The deletion of transducin ␣ in mouse rods blocks rod phototransduction by uncoupling rhodopsin photoactivation from the activation of the effector enzyme, phosphodiesterase. Importantly, rods in Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ mice retain normal morphology (Calvert et al., 2000) . This allowed us to use Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rods to evaluate the transduction activity originating downstream of opsin and transducin, as well as the instrumental noise. As expected, no spontaneous events with the shape and amplitude of singlephoton responses were observed in Gcaps
Gnat1
Ϫ/Ϫ rods ( Fig. 2A, dark-adapted trace) . A subsequent bleach failed to produce a visible increase in transduction activity in Gcaps
Ϫ/Ϫ rods, as demonstrated by the comparable prebleach and postbleach dark current ( Fig. 2A, bleached, 2 h trace) . Similarly, the power spectra of dark-adapted and bleached Gcaps
Ϫ/Ϫ rods were comparable (Fig. 2B ) and dramatically lower than the power spectrum of bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods (Fig. 1D ).
These results demonstrate that the increased activity in bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods does not originate from downstream phototransduction components or from instrumental noise. Consistent with this notion, background light also had no effect on the level of activity in Gcaps Fig. 2A, bottom trace, B) . To isolate the activity produced by apo-opsin in the bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods, we next subtracted the power spectrum of Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rods from that of bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods. This difference power spectrum was well fitted with the power spectrum of the single-photon response recorded from Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods (Fig. 2C) . Assuming that transducin itself does not generate detectable activity (Rieke and Baylor, 1996) , this result suggests that the frequency composition of the discrete events produced by apoopsin in the bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods is comparable to that of the single photon response produced by photoactivated rhodopsin (meta II). The simplest explanation for this similarity is that the discrete noise in bleached rods is driven by events with a waveform similar to that of the single photon response.
Comparison of the amplitudes of the power spectra of bleached rods and the single-photon response revealed that the increased activity of Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods after 1.4% bleach is equivalent to that produced by the photoactivation of ϳ0.6 rhodopsin molecules/s, a value consistent with our background light analysis above (Fig. 1E) .
Treatment with 11-cis-retinal quenches bleach-induced activity in Gcaps
؊/؊ rods To further confirm that opsin is the source of the photoresponselike discrete events observed in bleached rods, some of the bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods were incubated with 100 M exogenous 11-cis-retinal to convert the apo-opsin produced by the bleach back into rhodopsin by regeneration. In control experiments, the abundance of discrete photoresponse-like events in bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods was not affected by vehicle treatment (Fig. 3A, bleached ϩvehicle) . However, the number of photoresponse-like events in bleached rods was dramatically reduced after the incubation with 11-cis-retinal (Fig. 3A , bleached ϩ11-cis-retinal). Similarly, the power spectrum of bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods treated with 11-cis-retinal was significantly suppressed compared with that of vehicle-treated controls (Fig. 3B) . Treatment of bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods with chromophore reduced their power spectrum to a level comparable to that of dark-adapted rods (Fig. 3B) . Therefore, regeneration of the bleached opsin back to rhodopsin largely reversed the increase in discrete transduction activity produced by the bleach. This result further supports the notion that the discrete photoresponse-like events observed in bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods are generated by free opsin.
Small bleaches induce photoresponse-like discrete events in WT rods
Our results above demonstrate that bleaching a small fraction of rhodopsin in Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods results in a dramatic increase in the frequency of photoresponse-like events in darkness. We next sought to confirm that the same phenomenon occurs in WT rods. The WT C57BL/6 mouse retina was subjected to the same small bleach and rod activity was measured with the same methods as the Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods above. Individual single photon responses of WT rods are relatively small (ϳ0.5 pA; and comparable in size to the ϳ1 pA instrumental noise level. Therefore, in contrast to the case of Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods, the visible difference in activity between bleached and unbleached WT rods was expected to be very small. Indeed, we obtained seemingly identical traces from dark-adapted and bleached WT rods (Fig. 4A , dark-adapted vs bleached traces). Similarly, exposing WT rods to dim background that substantially increased the activity in Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods produced no visible increase in their baseline activity (Fig. 4A , dark-adapted ϩ dim background trace). However, examination of the power spectra of WT rods revealed an increase in their low-frequency activity induced by both the bleach and the dim background light (Fig. 4B) . This result is similar to our findings in Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods above and indicates that introducing a small fraction of opsin in WT rods results in frequent photoresponse-like events comparable to these produced by dim background light. Importantly, the small bleach did not cause measurable change in the sensitivity of dark-adapted rods Lack of bleach-induced transduction activity in Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rods. A, Current recorded in darkness from a dark-adapted unbleached rod (dark-adapted), a rod 2 h after 1.4% rhodopsin bleach (bleached, 2 h), and from an unbleached rod in 500 nm dim background light producing an estimated 1.4 R* s Ϫ1 (dark-adapted ϩdim background light). B, Averaged power spectra of the dark current recorded from rods that were dark-adapted (dark-adapted, black circles, n ϭ 10) or after a 1.4% rhodopsin bleach and incubation in darkness for 2 h (bleached, 2 h, red squares, n ϭ 10). Dashed line is the power spectrum from unbleached rods under dim background light (n ϭ 3) as in A. C, Difference in the power spectrum between bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ and Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rods (red circles). Data were fitted with scaled power spectrum of single photon response (red dash line) with a scaling factor of 2.35. Plots in B and C are shown as mean Ϯ SEM.
(14.5 Ϯ 0.8 pA, n ϭ 14 vs 13.4 Ϯ 0.6 pA, n ϭ 16), allowing us the direct comparison of their power spectra. To further demonstrate that the source of the increased activity in bleached rods is indeed opsin, we compared the power spectra of dark-adapted and bleached Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rods, in which opsin would not be expected to produce a change in transduction activity due to the lack of transducin. Just as in case of GCAP-deficient rods (Fig. 2 A, B) , we found that, in Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rods with normal GCAP expression, the level of activity detectable in their dark current (Fig. 4C ) and in their power spectrum (Fig. 4D) after the bleach were comparable to those in dark-adapted rods. Therefore, in rods with normal GCAP expression, the lack of transducin blocked the increase in transduction activity after the small bleach, indicating that such activity originates upstream from transducin in the transduction cascade. Together, these data suggest that the bleach-induced increase in transduction activity is present not only in GCAP-deficient rods, but also in WT rods, that this activity is generated by opsin, and that it resembles photoresponse events.
Discrete events in darkness from

Rpe65
؊/؊ rods regenerated with non-activatable rhodopsin Our results so far demonstrated that the introduction of a small fraction of opsin by a bleach results in the generation of photoresponse-like events. One possibility is that these events are produced directly by opsin when it shifts to an active, meta II-like state. However, rhodopsin is packed extremely tightly in the disks of the ROS (Fotiadis et al., 2003) , so the few opsins introduced by the bleach are likely to be in close proximity to unbleached rhodopsin molecules. Therefore, an alternative to opsin directly activating the transduction cascade is that it somehow promotes the thermal activation of an adjacent rhodopsin molecule via transactivation (Neri et al., 2010; Rivero-Müller et al., 2010) . To address this possibility, we used rhodopsin regenerated with the chromophore analog 11-cis-7-ring-retinal.
11-cis-7-ring-retinal is an artificially synthesized chromophore analog (Fig.  5A ) that has a seven-membered ring that prevents cis-trans isomerization. Therefore, rhodopsin regenerated with this analog (11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin) is locked in its ground state and cannot be activated. We validated the properties of 11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin by biochemical experiments after reconstituting bovine opsin with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal. (Kuksa et al., 2002) . Whereas rhodopsin regenerated with the native 11-cis-retinal chromophore was readily bleached by exposure to bright light (Fig. 5B, left) , its 11-cis-7-ring counterpart was unbleachable and was not affected by exposure to light (Fig. 5B, right) . Further biochemical assays demonstrated the efficient activation of G-protein transducin by rhodopsin (Fig. 5C, left) with a rate, k ϭ 3.3 Ϯ 0.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 s Ϫ1 , calculated from three independent experiments. In contrast, 11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin was unable to activate transducin (Fig. 5C, right) , making it perfectly suitable for our goal of testing transactivation of rhodopsin by an adjacent opsin.
We used Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods to regenerate 11-cis-or 11-cis-7-ringrhodopsin. RPE65 is the enzyme required for the production of . Bleach-induced discrete transduction activity in single WT rods in darkness. A, Current recorded in darkness from a dark-adapted unbleached WT rod (dark-adapted), a rod 2 h after 1.4% rhodopsin bleach (bleached), an unbleached rod in 500 nm dim background light producing an estimated 0.14 R* s Ϫ1 (dark-adapted ϩ dim background light), and the averaged rod instrumental noise (n ϭ 6) recorded in bright background light (instrumental noise). B, Averaged power spectra of the dark current recorded from WT rods that were dark-adapted (dark-adapted, black circles, n ϭ 14), after a 1.4% rhodopsin bleach and incubation in darkness for 2 h (bleached, red squares, n ϭ 16), or in bright background light (instrumental noise, n ϭ 6). Dashed line is a spectrum from dark-adapted rods under dim background light (n ϭ 4) as in A. C, Current recorded in darkness from a dark-adapted unbleached Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rod (dark-adapted) and a Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rod 2 h after 1.4% rhodopsin bleach (bleached). D, Averaged power spectra of the dark current recorded from Gnat1 Ϫ/Ϫ rods that were dark-adapted (dark-adapted, black circles, n ϭ 10) or after a 1.4% rhodopsin bleach and incubation in darkness for 2 h (bleached, red squares, n ϭ 10). Plots in B and D are shown as mean Ϯ SEM.
11-cis-retinal chromophore in the retinal pigment epithelium (Redmond et al., 1998) . Therefore, the photoreceptors in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ mice lack endogenous rhodopsin and their outer segments contain largely apo-opsin, with only a trace amount of 9-cis-retinal-bound isorhodopsin (Fan et al., 2003) . Importantly, the lack of chromophore does not impair the rod phototransduction machinery because regeneration of the pigment in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods with exogenous 11-cis-retinal largely restores normal rod function (Van Hooser et al., 2000; Ablonczy et al., 2002 ; see also Figs. 6C). We first determined a regeneration protocol in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods in control experiments with 11-cis-retinal to establish a condition similar to the one in mildly bleached Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ rods. This allowed us to regenerate the bulk of rhodopsin in the Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods while leaving a small residual fraction of free opsin. Although control vehicle-treated Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods have a very high content of opsin, they showed no photoresponse-like discrete events because they are strongly desensitized and could not amplify the activity of opsin to detectable levels, so their dark current was dominated by instrumental noise (Fig. 6A, vehicle) . Consequently, the low-frequency component of their power spectrum was suppressed (Fig. 6B) . As shown previously (Fan et al., 2005) , vehicle-treated Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods were highly desensitized (Fig. 6C, black circles) . The residual photoresponses in these rods originated from the small fraction of endogenous isorhodopsin (Fan et al., 2003) . After incubating Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods with 100 M 11-cis-retinal for 3 h, we found that flash sensitivity was increased to nearly the level of dark-adapted WT rods (Fig. 6C,  red squares) , indicating almost complete regeneration of rho-A B C Figure 5 . Spectral and functional properties of rhodopsin and 11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin. A, Structures of 11-cis-retinal (left) and 11-cis-7-ring-retinal (right). B, UV-Vis absorption spectra of 1D4 immunoaffinity-purified rhodopsin (11-cis-retinal-bound; left) or 11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin (right) in the dark (black) or after 5 min light illumination through a band-pass filter at 480 -520 nm (red). C, Change in intrinsic fluorescence of ␣-subunit of transducin due to interaction with light activated rhodopsin (left) or 11-cis-7-ring-rhodopsin (right). The transducin activation rate by rhodopsin, k, was calculated from three independent experiments. dopsin. At the same time, apparent photoresponse-like events could now be observed frequently (Fig. 6A , asterisks in 11-cisretinal trace). This result is consistent with our small bleach studies with Gcaps Ϫ/Ϫ and WT rods described above and indicates that the small residual fraction of free, un-regenerated opsin in the 11-cis-retinal-treated Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods was able to generate discrete photoresponse-like events. Although the amplitude of these events was small, making them barely detectable in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods, the large increase in low-frequency (discrete) activity in 11-cis-retinal-treated rods compared with vehicle-treated controls was clearly observed in their respective power spectra (Fig. 6B) .
Finally, we applied 11-cis-7-ring-retinal to Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods using the regeneration protocol determined above. Regeneration of rhodopsin with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal would be expected to relieve the bleaching adaptation in rods by removing most of the free opsin, thus restoring the high dark-adapted phototransduction amplification. Indeed, treatment with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal resulted in a partial recovery of sensitivity in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods (Fig.  6C) . Therefore, as expected, regeneration of opsin with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal quenched opsin and relieved bleaching adaptation. However, these cells were still three orders of magnitude less sensitive that their counterparts treated with 11-cis-retinal. This finding supports our biochemical results (Fig. 5 ) and is consistent with the notion that 11-cis-7-ring-retinal rhodopsin is nonactivatable and does not increase the quantum catch of the rods. Therefore, any photoactivation in the Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods treated with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal would still be driven by the same trace amount of endogenous isorhodopsin as in the control vehicletreated Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods, resulting in identical effective quantum catch of rods in the two conditions. Despite the inability of 11-cis-7-ring-retinal rhodopsin to activate the rod transduction cascade, we observed discrete events in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods treated with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal (Fig. 6A , asterisks in 11-cis-7-ring-retinal trace). In addition, the power spectra of rods exposed to 11-cisretinal and these treated with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal were essentially identical (Fig. 6B) . Therefore, the level of light-independent transduction activity for rods containing a small amount of opsin and normal rhodopsin (with 11-cis-retinal) versus non-activatable rhodopsin (with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal) were comparable. Due to its inability to be activated, rhodopsin regenerated with 11-cis-7-ring-retinal could be ruled out as the source of discrete photoresponse-like events due to transactivation by adjacent opsin. We conclude that these events were generated directly by opsin, which should be able to activate the phototransduction cascade and produce responses similar to those generated by photoactivated rhodopsin.
Treatment with 11-cis-retinal quenches the discrete activity in dark-adapted Gcaps ؊/؊ rods Our finding that free opsin produces photoresponse-like events in darkness brought into question the origin of discrete thermal events in dark-adapted rods. Previously, these events had been A B C Figure 6 . Transduction activity in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods after pigment regeneration. A, Current recorded from Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods incubated in darkness for 3 h with vehicle for control (vehicle), 100 M exogenous 11-cis-retinal (11-cis-retinal), or 11-cis-7-ring-retinal (11-cis-7-ring-retinal) for pigment regeneration. Asterisks denote discrete photoresponse-like events. B, Averaged power spectra of the dark current recorded from rods incubated in darkness for 3 h with vehicle (vehicle, black circles, n ϭ 8), 100 M exogenous 11-cis-retinal (11-cis-retinal, red squares, n ϭ 9), or 100 M 11-cis-7-ring-retinal (11-cis-7-ring-retinal, blue triangles, n ϭ 14). C, Averaged intensity-response relations of rods incubated in darkness for 3 h with vehicle (vehicle, black circles, n ϭ 8), 100 M exogenous 11-cis-retinal (11-cis-retinal, red squares, n ϭ 8), or 100 M 11-cis-7-ring-retinal (11-cis-7-ring-retinal, blue triangles, n ϭ 8). Responses were obtained by 2 or 20 ms of calibrated flash stimulation from a 505 nm LED. The red dash line is an averaged intensity-response relation of dark-adapted WT rods (n ϭ 4) for comparison. Plots in B and C are shown as mean Ϯ SEM.
attributed exclusively to spontaneous, thermal activation of rhodopsin (Yau et al., 1979; Burns et al., 2002; Yanagawa et al., 2015) . Our recordings were done at the same temperature and always from adult rods with presumably comparable rod outer segments and total number of rhodopsin molecules contained within them. Therefore, it would be expected that they would also display a comparable frequency of discrete events caused by spontaneous thermal activation of rhodopsin. However, we observed a substantial, nearly 50-fold variability in the rate of discrete events observed across darkadapted unbleached rods, from a high of 0.0839 s Ϫ1 to as low as 0.0018 s Ϫ1 . Overall, from 5887 s or recordings from 23 rods, we observed 31 bumps that were within 30% of the size of the estimated single photon response, giving an average rate of 0.0058 s Ϫ1 . In contrast, we observed only 12 bumps from 4063 s total recording time from 18 dark-adapted rods that were treated with exogenous 11-cis-retinal to remove residual free opsin. The corresponding rate of 0.0030 s Ϫ1 was notably lower than in untreated darkadapted rods. Together, these findings suggest that a non-negligible fraction of the discrete events observed in darkadapted mouse rods could have been generated not by thermal activation of rhodopsin, but rather by conversion of residual free opsin from its inactive to its active state. This notion is consistent with a recent study suggesting that 11-cisretinal can be released from rhodopsin reversibly and without photoactivation, resulting in as many as ϳ10 4 -10 5 free opsin molecules in dark-adapted rods (Tian et al., 2017; see also Defoe and Bok, 1983) . The rate of discrete events in our quietest rods that were treated with exogenous chromophore to remove residual opsin was ϳ0.0012 s Ϫ1 . Because the bulk of the free opsin in these rods would have been converted into rhodopsin by recombining with 11-cis-retinal, these events likely reflect almost exclusively thermal activation of rhodopsin, suggesting that its stability could be as much as 10-fold higher than previously estimated (Mendez et al., 2001) .
Discussion
Our results demonstrate the appearance of discrete protoresponse-like events after very mild bleaches in mouse rod photoreceptors. Several independent lines of evidence suggest that, surprisingly, these events are generated by activation of the rod transduction cascade by single opsin molecules. First, we show that these events persist for up to 12 h after the bleach. Reversal of metarhodopsin intermediates back to the physiologically active meta II has been shown in the past to produce discrete events in the first few minutes after a small bleach in toad rods (Leibrock et al., 1994; Leibrock and Lamb, 1997) . We observed a similar large increase in discrete transduction activity in the first few postbleach minutes in mouse rods. However, contributions from metarhodopsin intermediates would be expected to become negligible upon their decay several hours after the bleach. Indeed, we found that the initial high frequency of discrete events gradually Figure 7 . Model of the mechanism of activation of rod phototransduction by free opsin. The chromophore 11-cis-retinal binds to apoprotein opsin via a protonated Schiff base in the retinal binding pocket forming the visual pigment (rhodopsin). Exposure of rhodopsin to light illumination results in the isomerization of 11-cis-retinal to all-trans-retinal, followed by conformational changes within protein, leading to formation of the receptor photoactivated state (rhodopsin*). Eventually, all-trans-retinal chromophore dissociates from the binding pocket of the short-lived rhodopsin*, resulting in the formation of unliganded opsin and free all-trans-retinal. Such ligand-free opsin exists in equilibrium between a predominant inactive opsin (opsin) and rare active opsin (opsin*). Both photoactivated rhodopsin* and opsin* generate a cellular response that can be recorded.
declined with a time course consistent with the gradual decay of photoactivated rhodopsins to free opsin and all-trans-retinal (Imai et al., 2007; Nymark et al., 2012) . The residual elevated discrete transduction activity persisted for up to 12 h after the bleach, ruling out metarhodopsin intermediates as its origin. Therefore, although both mechanisms are likely to produce discrete events in bleached rods, metarhodopsin would be dominating in the first few minutes after the bleach, whereas opsin would be the exclusive source for discrete events at later times. Second, we show that the bleach-induced increase in transduction activity is readily reversed when bleached rods are treated with exogenous 11-cis-retinal. Such a treatment would convert the opsin created by the bleach back to the ground state inactive rhodopsin. Therefore, the discrete protoresponse-like events are associated with the presence of opsin. Third, we show that discrete activity is present in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods after the bulk of their opsin has been regenerated to rhodopsin, leaving only a trace amount of free opsin in these rods. This result rules out the possibility that the discrete events are caused by reversible binding of bleachproduced all-trans-retinal to opsin (Buczyłko et al., 1996; Kefalov et al., 1999; Schafer et al., 2016 ) because this retinoid is not present in Rpe65 Ϫ/Ϫ rods. Fourth, we show that discrete activity is present in rods where rhodopsin is locked in an inactive state by 11-cis-7-ring-retinal. This result rules out the possibility that the discrete events are a result of rhodopsin activation, either directly or by an adjacent opsin molecule. Fifth, we show that the bleachinduced increase in discrete events is blocked by the deletion of transducin in both GCAP-deficient and GCAP-proficient rods. Because transduction activity caused by spontaneous activation of individual transducins is unlikely to produce discrete events of sizeable amplitude, the only possible source for the discrete events that remains is free opsin. Sixth, we observed a nearly 50-fold variability in the rate of discrete events observed across dark-adapted unbleached rods. Because rhodopsin thermal activation would be expected to produce consistent and reproducible rate of discrete events across rods, the large variability of the rate of discrete events in unbleached dark-adapted rods suggests that a substantial fraction of these discrete events is generated by an alternative mechanism different from thermal activation of rhodopsin. Conversely, a variable amount of free opsin can easily explain the variable rate of discrete events in unbleached rods. Finally, seventh, we observed a twofold reduction in the rate of discrete events in dark-adapted rods after treating them with exogenous 11-cis-retinal. Such a treatment would convert any residual apo-opsin in these rods to rhodopsin, effectively quenching the activity produced by opsin. The twofold reduction in discrete events caused by this manipulation is inconsistent with thermal activation of rhodopsin as its sole source and suggests that a substantial fraction of the discrete events observed in dark-adapted rods are generated by opsin. Together, these results clearly demonstrate that free opsin can activate the rod transduction cascade to produce detectable photoresponse-like events.
The role of free opsin in bleaching adaptation has been established with both biochemical and electrophysiological studies. However, the state of opsin that mediates the constitutive activity observed in photoreceptors following a bleach has remained unclear. The latest estimates indicate that meta II is inactivated with a time constant of 40 ms (Gross and Burns, 2010) and activates only ϳ20 transducin molecules during its lifetime (Leskov et al., 2000) . The effective activation of the transduction cascade by opsin in mouse rods is estimated to be five orders of magnitude smaller than that of photoactivated rhodopsin (Fan et al., 2005) . Therefore, the alternative mechanism of opsin activity, a large number of very small amplitude events, would be expected to activate only 0.0005 transducins on average. However, such a scenario will not produce discrete events and current noise as the ones consistently seen in our recordings from bleached rods. Instead, a high frequency of small-amplitude events will average over time to produce a visibly smooth trace, similar to the continuous noise observed in dark-adapted rods (Rieke and Baylor, 1996) . Therefore, the only mechanism that can explain the large fluctuations in the dark current of bleached rods observed by us is the occurrence of large events at a low frequency, similar to what is observed when a dim background produces 1-2 pigment activations/s. We conclude that opsin exists in equilibrium between a heavily favored inactive state and a rare meta II-like active state (Fig. 7) . A recent study comparing the structural kinetics of rhodopsin and opsin supports our interpretation (Kawamura et al., 2013) . The similarity between the meta II-and opsin-driven responses suggests that the active meta II-like conformation of opsin is maintained long enough to sequentially activate a number of transducins comparable to that activated by a single meta II. Therefore, it would be important to determine whether, similar to meta II (Makino et al., 2003) , the timely inactivation of opsin requires phosphorylation and the binding of arrestin.
Bleaching adaptation has been investigated by electrophysiological means for decades. So why have discrete events produced by single opsin molecules not been observed until now? One reason is the prevalent use of bright (Ͼ90%) bleaches in past studies. As our data show, when the bleach fraction increases beyond ϳ5%, the frequency of the opsin-driven discrete events becomes so high that observation of individual events becomes impossible. In addition, the higher cumulative activity of opsin in brighter bleaches is sufficient to induce bleaching adaptation in the rods, reducing the gain of the transduction cascade and making individual discrete events too small to be observed. The combination of two critical experimental approaches allowed us to overcome these issues. First, we used small bleaches (ϳ1%) such that rods were not desensitized by bleaching adaptation, so the amplitude of discrete events was not reduced. In addition, the frequency of the opsin-driven discrete events was still relatively low so that fluctuations in the dark current caused by these events could be observed above the noise in our recordings. Second, we used GCAP-deficient rods, which amplified the discrete events by several fold, greatly facilitating their observation. Importantly, even though such discrete events were difficult to discern in WT rods, power spectral analysis clearly demonstrated their presence after mild bleaches. Considering recent evidence that small amounts of free opsin comparable to our 1% bleaches could be present even in dark-adapted rods (Tian et al., 2017) , photoresponse-like transduction activity driven by opsin is likely to contribute to the basal transduction activity in darkness and in dim light conditions.
Rhodopsin is a member of a large family of homologous receptors called GPCRs (Palczewski, 2006) . These receptors exist in a myriad of conformations with different activity, which is modulated by the binding of a ligand. When the ligand binds to the receptor, it selectively stabilizes it in a fully active, partially active, or inactive conformation (Salon et al., 2011) . Similarly, Gproteins can selectively and productively bind to one of these conformations and initiate signaling cascades (Hilger et al., 2018) . Therefore, GPCRs display some level of constitutive activity even without ligands. Opsin is no exception and, as our data here indicate, it can achieve high activity even without its ligand, which in this case is covalently attached chromophore. Opsin can assume the fully active conformation at low pH (Vogel and Siebert, 2001; Choe et al., 2011), implying that it does exist in a thermodynamic equilibrium between different protonated/activity states. Our electrophysiological recordings presented here demonstrate the presence of such a high-activity opsin state in intact rod photoreceptors. Future structural studies might be able to determine whether, similar to photoactivated rhodopsin and many other proteins (Van Eps et al., 2017) , opsin also can exist in a manifold of active conformational substates.
Finally, our findings bring new questions about the mechanisms that produce the substantial light-independent transduction activity in cones. The visual pigments in cones are substantially less stable than those in rods. Therefore, thermal activation of cone visual pigments has been estimated to occur 10,000-fold more frequently than that of rod pigments (Kefalov et al., 2003) . In addition, whereas a covalent bond between opsin and 11-cis-retinal is rather stable in rod visual pigments, the chromophore is readily released from cone pigments (Matsumoto et al., 1975; Kefalov et al., 2005) , so a substantial amount of free opsin is present even in dark-adapted cones, at least in the case of amphibians. Future structural and functional studies will determine whether cone opsins are mechanistically similar to rod opsins.
